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Case Instructions
Read the following situation. Review the decision making PowerPoint slides. Then answer the
questions following the case study.
Kelly is a Christian, family man and mid-career professional who needs to make a decision.
After several successful years as a manager two offers have come to him almost at the same
time. There is an offer of a promotion within her current company as well as a solicitation from a
head hunter to consider going with another firm. The promotion will require a relocation of
another state. The outside offer is in town. Both are comparable in salary and benefits. His
current company is well established, providing steady moderate salary increases doing what he
has done for the last five years but at a higher supervisor level with greater span of control and
profit responsibility. The outside offer is a start-up that pays about 10% more money but has the
potential of significant wealth through stock options, etc., if the firm succeeds. And, it would be
entirely new field for Kelly but drawing on his management, budget, and innovation skills. Both
companies create and sell products that are morally acceptable to Kelly. Both are managed well
and there are no foreseeable interpersonal issues within either working environment. Kelly is
married, with three kids ages 2, 12, and 17 (the two-year old was a surprise). The overall job
market is tight and the economy is somewhere between weak and down with economists
forecasting a 60/40 chance of further decline for the next couple of years prior to any possible
recovery.
Instructions
Choose one of two personae in answering the following questions. 1) you are Kelly or 2) you are
advising Kelly. You will not show your answers to anyone and will only be asked to discuss
what you are willing to share. This worksheet is yours to keep and take away for future
reference.
1. Which persona did you choose?
a. Kelly; adviser to Kelly
b. Why?
2. What are the pros and cons of each opportunity? (think)

3. What part do or should circumstances play in this decision? What are the relevant
circumstances? Why these?
a. Answer –

4. What else would be helpful to know about these offers in making the decision? How might
one get this information?
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5. What relevant Scriptural principles or Covenant promises that apply to this situation?
a. Is there any clear prohibition relevant to the decision?
b. Are there any clear commands relevant to the decision?

6. Who would be the best source(s) of counsel for making this decision? Why?
a. Answer –

7. How would you suggest Kelly pray regarding the decision? (Be sure to go beyond the easy
prayer God’s will be done, as it will be.)
a. Answer –

8. Who is/are the stakeholders in this decision? Whom will Kelly’s actions impact?
a. Answer –

9. What would constitute guidance to you (either as Kelly or adviser)? How would you explain
to another God led your decision?

10. What decision would you make if you were Kelly? Why?
a. Answer –

11. How would you/Kelly live with the decision if:
a. It turned out to be the right one?
b. It turned out to be a mistake and everything went sideways?
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